Encyclopedia of American Studies: INTRODUCTION

A launch pad for student research!

 Encyclopedia of American Studies features broad articles with regularly-updated bibliographies covering areas such as history, literature, art, photography, film, architecture, urban studies, ethnicity, race, gender, economics, politics, wars, consumer culture, and global America. There are also hundreds of shorter articles, from Adolescence and Arcade Games to Wall Street and Andy Warhol.

Under sponsorship of the American Studies Association (ASA), articles support research and study in a wide range of courses and assignments at all levels.

Links of interest to American studies students and professors.

Over 3,000 historically relevant images.

Comprehensive Browse by subject category.

Full text searchability.

Easy access to information about subscriptions, trials, editorial boards, usage statistics, license terms, and general and technical FAQs.

Allows for simple searching of 700+ fully peer-reviewed articles, written and reviewed by noted specialists and top scholars.

Publisher/Editor contact for comments and requests.

Over 3,000 historically relevant images.
Encyclopedia of American Studies: BROWSE
Browse the 700+, regularly updated articles (and their bibliographies) by category and topic.

Browse topics by subject category, organized with intuitive hierarchical categorizations.

Keep track of your browse categories with easy-to-read navigation tracking.

Limit your view: return only articles, or only biographies, depending on your need.

TEACHERS:
Interaction with the browsing function helps your students to:
• Grasp the “big ideas” of American studies, which organize the field across disciplines
• Understand the notion of cultural studies—high, low, and middle
• Comprehend the importance of identity formation, including race, class, and gender

The editors are developing pedagogical strategies for using the EAS and welcome your input. Contact the Editor: eas@temple.edu.

http://eas-ref.press.jhu.edu
Search for keywords.

Limit your searches with an easy-to-use drop-down menu.

Search TIPS

• Use quotation marks to find adjacent words: E.g. “Martin Luther King” returns only articles with all three names adjacent.
• Use NOT to exclude certain terms: E.g. King NOT Martin returns articles about Clarence King and Joe King Oliver.
• Use wildcards to expand your search: E.g. Jos* to find josé, jose, or joseph.
• Search string is not case sensitive: E.g. water and WATER and waTER will all return the same thing.

Sort your search results by type; see all the images, articles, or biographies grouped together.

Image thumbnails appear as a part of the search results for quick viewing of high-resolution versions.
Encyclopedia of American Studies: ARTICLES

Energize “visual learners” through thousands of historically relevant images.

JHUP provides monthly COUNTER-compliant usage statistics.

Click on an image to see it larger, with caption. Click again to close it.

All images have captions created by members of the American Studies Association. Many articles have multiple images associated with them. Image thumbnails appear as a part of the search results for quick viewing of high-resolution versions. All images exist in the public domain.

Save/Email Citation option captures bibliographic data for a given article in your choice of style. Chicago and MLA formats are supported.

The Printer-Friendly option removes all frames for readable hard copies. Regularly updated bibliographies accompany every article.

Use Toggle Highlights to add/remove highlighting of your search term.

http://eas-ref.press.jhu.edu